Subject:
Date:

Minutes of Joint Stewardship Commission

April 15, 2018

Attendees: Jenni Bolek, Mary Breuer, Kathy Buechel, Alex Herriges, Dan Ritger, Cathy Weinreich, and
Jim Wessing
Minutes
Commission members gathered in HT Café in conjunction with the first All Committee Night. After the
report from each committee, the meeting began with the review of the minutes and agenda. Minutes of
3/21 meeting approved.
Discussion
The Time & Talent forms continue to be submitted and J Bolek and J Wessing are collecting. J Bolek
continues to contact SM parish members and J Wessing is contacting HT parish members who are
interested in sharing their time & talent. HT has a spreadsheet started with all the responses. J Bolek
will create a spreadsheet with the responses from SM.
The committee reviewed a draft charter for the 2018-year and spent time adding to the 2018 Tasks.
Further discussion in May will need to occur on the following:



Select a theme for 2018
Review the tasks and decide opportunities to make the parish more welcoming and
communicating with parish members
o Ideas for making our parish welcoming:
 The FOCCUS program is in need of married couples to assist with newly engaged
couples preparing for marriage.
 Other opportunities are noted on the January 26 meeting minutes however
were not reviewed by members due to time.
o Communication with parish members:
 Conversation was deferred due to time. The group discussed different ways to
reach out to parishioners. Ideas included different types of social media and the
bulletin. The group will discuss further in May.

Actions & Decisions:
1.) Finalize the 2018 charter at the May meeting:
a. Edits were suggested to the drafted charter. K. Buechel will update and send prior to the
May meeting.
b. A theme needs to be selected. Jim will send the list of options.
c. Review the ‘Task’ section and confirm 2018 aims on the charter.
d. Finalize the 2018 charter.
2.) J Bolek will create a spreadsheet with the SM Time & Talent responses for the next meeting.
3.) A plan to ensure interested parishioners are contacted will be discussed in May.
Next Meeting:
Tuesday evening, May 15 from 6:30 – 7:30 pm at HT Café.

